
A LOST MANUSCRIPT OF LUCRETIUS

by G. P. Goold (Universi[y of Manicoba, Winnipeg)

It may fairly be urged that even today the student's best introduction to the
study of manuscripts of c13ssical authors and to the science of recension is by
way of Karl Laehmann's superlative commentary on Lucretius. Part of Lach
mann's achievement was to demonstrate that all existing ross derive their
tradition from a lost IDS, which he proceeded to reconstruct page by page. It is
consequently a great picy chat the uninsccuaed student may be dissuaded from
further consideration of this pan: of Lachmann's work, when he reads on page 44
of Bailey's voluminous edition that (Lachmann's calculations and their ap
plication cannot be regarded as trustworthy'. The objen of this paper is co
elaborate Lachmann's reconstruction of this ms. which unforrnnarely he nowhere
mbulates, and to modify it in one or cwo places, where criviaI slips misled
~funro and others, and have now caused Buchner, Hermes 1956 p. 200, to go
wildly aStray.

The cardinal mss of Lucredus, all of the ninth century, are four in number,
twO of them being fragmentary.
1. The CODEX LEIDENSIS 30 (0) shares wi[h ocher mss rwo significanr
fearores: verses 1 1068 fE. are incomplete and. at atJ interval of 26 lines,
I 1094 ff. are missing, marked in 0 only by a space; and IV 299-322 (in which
are found rwo chap[er-headings - or, as I call [hem, [ides) man.ifescIy belong
afeer 323-347 (in which is found one [icIe); since both these pass.7ges consist
of 26 Jil1eI, it was naroral [Q assume that in a ms from which 0 was derived they
were contained on the (wo sides respectively of a single leaf which became
decached and was replaced back co fronr.
2. Further light was cast on this hypothetical 26 line-to-the-page ms by a.
consideraclon of [he CODEX LEIDENSIS 94 (Q) in [hac rhis ms omi" four
long passages (which 0 has in their proper place), bue exhibits them at the end
of <be poem: [hey are I! 757-806 (plus own [ides), V 928--979, I 734-785,
and I! 253-304. Each of [hese passages is of 52 lines, [hac is, each would fi[ a
leaf containing 26 lines fronc and back. Lachmann argued thus: the ms can·
taining 26 lines to the page was the latest common source (or 'archetype', as he
put it) of 0 and Q; it was rather battered when a was copied from it, as can be
inferred from the mucila[ion ar I 1068 ff. and rhe disloca[ion ar IV 299 ff.; but
irs condidon had so deteriorated by the time that Q was transcribed that four
leaves had become decached from [he binding and were placed ar [be end of the
IDS, whence they were copied as though fragments.
3. The third cardinal ms survives in only fourteen of its original leaves. Leaves
1-8 are known as [he SCHEDAE GOTIORPIENSES and are now CO be found
in Copenhagen, whilsc leaves 10-15 are (misleadingly, in view of what
follows) known as the Schedae Vindobonenses and are preserved in Vienna.
For the sake of clarity I refer to all the extant leaves of this IDS as G. G comain:;
I I-I! 456 (<be nexr leaf doubcIess conwned IT 457---Q41) and I! 642-III
621, but shares wi<b Q d,e significan[ omission of I 734-785 and I! 255-304.
4. Four leaves (also called SCHEDAE VINDOBONENSES) are all rha[ we
have of the last cardinal IDS, which is now generally referred to as U: U contains
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VI 743-1286 followed by II 757-805, V 928-979, I 734-785, and II
253-304. It is cleat that both G and U are detived from the atchetype (here
after denoted by a).

It will be convenient at this point to examine more carefully than did Lach
mann the relationship between these four ross. My knowledge of the ross is,
unless otherwise indicated, taken from Mardn's new Teubner edition. QGU
must in view of their common dislocation of I 734--785 be derived from the
archetype independently of 0, and we will first consider these. As G and U do
not preserve any passages common to each other, their relationship to Q and a
must be separately discussed.

i. G cannot have been copied from Q because (for example) it shares with
o titles derived from a which Q lacks, nor Q from G because it shares with a
at II 158 the corrupt reading -1Jtoravit prescnt in a for which G has the further
corruption -mer autem. But Q and G constantly agree in opposition to 0 in
mistakes which cannot have been made - except by extreme coincidence 
if the two mss were independently copied from a: for example, QG omit I 123
and 890 f. (which 0 shows to have been present in the archetype). These mis
takes are so numerous that coincidence is ruled out. I assume therefore that
after the four leaves mentioned above had become detached from a and
replaced at the end of the text, a transcription was made containing inadverten
cies such as the omission of I 123 and 890 E.; ;lnd of this ms, which I shall call
h, Q and G are independent copies.

ii. We may resort to similar arguments to determine the affinity between
Q and U. U cannot have been copied from Q because (for example) it offers
(with 0) the title before 11 806 which Q omits; and since U lacks II 806 which
Q has (like 0), Q cannot have been copied from U. Again, they concur in mis
takes which can hardly have been made independently: for example, Q and U
both repeat the verse VI 892. The conclusion is clear: they were both copied
from a ms which was itself a transcription of aj and as we have already deduced
that Q was copied from a ms bJ the argument obliges us to suppose that U was,
too. Conceivably G was copied from U, or U from G. If we had the whole of
these two mss, we could tell; but as the extant text of these mss nowhere over
laps, the poine does not matter. In the diagram of the relationships of the mss
given below I assume that both were derived independently from b.

a

o Q
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I assume with most scholars [hac 0 was copied straight from a. In his 1951
Freiburg dissercation Die Rouptvertreter de, italiEuiJchen Lukrez-Oberlieferrmg
H. Bitterlich-Willmann seeks to demonstrate that another IDS lies between
o and a. But the circumstantial evidence on which he relies is slight, and capable
of alternative explanacion. A rather more imponant issue is the origin of the
Italian renaissance ross. These are full of conjectures, and to determine their
relationship both to ODe anocher and to· our four cardinal ross is a singularly
involved piece of research. Everyone agrees thac they all stem fcom a IDS found
by Poggio: but whether this ms derives independently from a (so Lachmann)
or from a with imerpolarion from a b-cJass IDS (so Diels) is a question I propose
to leave here unresolved. What 1 shall provel however, against Biichner, is that
it cannO[ have been transcribed from a source amerior to the archecype, ie.
independent of a.

Lachmann had correctly seen that mistakes like I 27 oroldlfm, (OQG) point
to tbe misreading of a ms written in rusdc capitals, bue he hastily assumed thac
a was this ms. Duvau showed in 1888 that a was written in minuscules. It is
however vexatious and confusing that various scholars have perverted Lach
mann's use of the word 'archetype' and designate by this term nOt a, but the
rustic-capital ancestor of a, which they call A. If scholars feel they must have n
technical term to denote a ms anterior to the archetype such as A, I suggest they
use (hyperarchecype', just as Mans calls a IDS posterior to the archetype and
itSelf the latest common source of other mss (like our b) a hyparcherype.

Before we proceed to the reconstruction of the archecype, it is necessary to
discuss the titles (or chapter-headings) which are interspersed in the text. They
were nOt composed by Lucretius, and seem to poim to what we may call an
edition made during the early centuries of the Christian era when some scholar
- for the convenience of readers, perhaps - went through the poem indicating
the subject of the argument at what he considered appropriate plilCes; be also
prefi..'i:ed to each hook a list of these titles to serve as a table of contents. Our
ross appear to preserve this uildition faithfully, though they do not give us a list
of titles before the first three books.

The reconstruction of the Lucretian archetype given below follows the
pattern of my reconstruction of the lost Milnilian hyperarchetype, Rheillischer
M'tIell1ll XCVII 1954 pp. 359-372, except that I have given the numeration
of titles so that the reader can easily check them from the Teubner edition, and
I do not colleCt the leaves into quires as I discern no basis for this paine of
detail. Another reconstruction was published by W. A. Merrill, U1Jiversity of
California P"blica'io1lS ill Clduical Philology Vol. 2 pp. 227-235, but some
dozen miscalculations and misprints cause over forty of his pages to differ from
mine (mine are virtually identical with Lachmann's), and, since he does nor
specify which titles he takes account of, it is a laborious task checking his work.
However, he nOtes, very usefully, that 'Lachmann's arguments are contained 0(1

pages 3 and 347 of his commentary and in his notes to 1734, 1093, II 253, 659,
757, III 357, IV 126, 144, 323, V 928, VI 563,840, 1225, and 1273: In what
follows t stn.nds for one line used for a title or pare of a tirIe, s for a line used
for a subscription. It is premissed that each page contained 26 ruled lines.
leaf fmll' back title(s) before

1 blank Book I 1-26
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635
705, 716

298, 305, 311
334, 370

As verse I 734 began a fresh leaf, and the number of verses and titles before
it give an odd multiple of 26, the front page of the first leaf must have been
left blank, probably for a list of titles to the first book, which for some reasoll
or other was neVEr transcribed.

2 27 - t - 51 52 - t - 76 44, 62
3 77 - r - 101 102 - rr - 125 84, 107, 112
4 126 t150 151 176 150
5 177 202 203 - t - 227 215.
6 228 253 254 - t - t277 269, 277
The title before 269, CORPORA QUAE NON VIDEANTUR, has been

omitted in error from the list given by Martin, p. 1.

7 278 - t - 302 303 - tt- 326
8 327 - t - 351 352 - t - 376
9 377 402 403 428

Following Lachmann 1 take no account of rhe title, CORPUS ET INANE
ESSE NATURAM RERUM, given by 0 and the Italian mss before 418. Q,
which usually leaves a space for titles, has none here, and G writes the title in
minuscules as though it were a verse. Verse 411 in 0 is erroneously written as
though it were a title, and there may be some connection.
10 429t 453 454 479 430
11 480 - t - 504 505 530 498
12 531 - t - 555 556 - t - 580 551, 565
13 581 606 607 632
14 633 - r - 657 658 683
15 684 - r - 708 709 - t - 733
16 \734 759 760 ~ 7851

This is one of the leaves which became detached from a. There is further
evidence that this leaf was damaged, for the ends of no less than four verses
(748, 752, 758, 759) on the front page are missing. Evidently the outer edge
of the page had become frayed. It is important to norice that on the other side
there is no corresponding loss. This means that the margin on the left of a page
in a was broader than the margin on the right: otherwise we. would have lost
rhe beginnings of 774, 778, 784 and 785. Similarly on leaves 12 and 14, where
the outer bottom corner of the page had been damaged, we have corruption at
the ends of 555 and 657, but not at the beginnings of 580 or 683.
17 786 811 812 - t - 836 830
18 837 862 863 888
19 889 914 915 939

Between I 785 and 1068 the number of verses and titles should be a multiple
of 26. Actually the number is 26xll minus one: thar is, one line of these pages
of a is unaccounted for by our ms text. Lachmann (whom I follow here) assumes
'ante verswn autem 921 interstitium fuisse, quod librarii nostri neglexerint'.
But other explanations are possible: for example, that the title before 951
occupied two lines; and the break in D's otherwise unbroken continuity of
TOPANAPIRONTO GARPEPlRASMENONACROE might be held to favour
this supposition.
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951

14
62,89

112, 142
184 (2)
221

1051

26 ~ 51
77 - t - 101

127 - t - 151
178 - tt- 201
227 252
279 304[

20 940 - t - 964 965 990
21 991 1016 1017 1042
22 1043 - t -1067 11068 10931
23 \1094 ll17ssl blank

A roughly triangular wedge of text has been lost at the ends of 1068-1075
and so have the whole of the verses 1094-1101. Following Lachmann, every
body save Biichner thinks the top outer corner of a leaf was torn off. However,
there are two fatal arguments against this notion. It involves making 1068
start a fresh leaf, that is, assuming that in the middle of the text somewhere
between 785 and 1068 a page in fl was left blank for no apparent reaSOD.

Secondly, if vetses 1068-1075 came on the front page of a leaf, the loss of
words at the end of these verses should be more, not less, than the correspond
ing loss on the back page. See my note above on leaf 16. Why, then, did both
o (md b independently decide not to preserve lInything in the lines l094-1101?
The truth is that the lacunas here are not due to a tear at all. Verses 1068-1075
and 1094-1117 all appeared, facing each othet, at an opening of the codex, and
the lacunas represent illegible, nor lost, portions of a: whether the original
writing had faded (see for example the tOp right hand corner of folio 69 v

in Q) or whether ink had been spilt and the blot (and the original writing)
erased, I do not know, but something of the kind must have happened.

Buchner recognizes the inadequacy of lachmann's tear theory, but his own
hypothesis is fantastic. Buchner conjectures that there was another IDS with 26
lines to the page, an ancestor of a: it had twO columns to the page. However,
without enquiring into the coincidence that the relevant lines come at the tOp
of a, it will suffice to say that Buchner distorts the true shape of the losses in his
diagram, Hermes 1956, p. 200, to produce a tear at the bottom. But for Buchner
the two·column ms is a defensive theory, to protect his hypothesis that the
Italian ross are not derived from a. Since the lacunas in 1068--1075 and
1094-1l01 (shated by the Italian mss) ate aftet all due to damage in a, it
follows that the Italian mss must be ultimately derived from a; and corrobor
ation comes from the fact that the contents of leaf 76 of a (replaced back to

front in a) are inverted in the Italian ross JUSt as they are in the other mss.
VetSes and titles from the end of Book 1 ro II 253 (the first line of a leaf)

make an even, not an odd, multiple of 26: consequently the reverse side of leaf
23 must (like the front side of leaf 1) have been left blank fot the reception of
an index of titles.
24 Book II 1 - t - 25
25 52 - t - 76
26 102 - t - 126
27 152 177
28 202 - t - 226
29 1253 278

This is another of the detached leaves.
30 305 330 331 - t - 355
31 356 381 382 - tttt- 403
32 404 - t - 428 429 - t - 453

333
388,392,398,400
408,447
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730, 755
801, 806

464, 471, 478
522
589, 598
646

732 - t - 756
783 - t - l8061

Notice the loss at the end of 428.
33 454 - cr - 477 ,478 502
34 503 - , - 527 528 553
35 554 579 580 - cr - 603
36 604 629 630 - ,. - 654
37 655 680 681 706

The scribe of n accidentally omicred ,he verse af,er 659, but later realised
his mistake; he then placed the omitted verse on the last line of his page
(doubtless with signs indicating the uansposition, though these were ignored
by 0 and b).

38 707 - , - 731
39 1757 782

842 (2)
865

1048, 1058
1105
1144

This is the third of the detached leaves.

40 807 832 833 - tt - 856
41 857 - t - 881 882 907
42 908 933 934 959
43 960 985 986 1011
44 1012 1037 1038 - cr -1061
45 1062 1087 1088 - t -1112
46 1113 1138 1139 - t -1163
47 1164 1174ss(+13) blank

Tex, and titles between 11 806 and IV 323 (299), which is our next loose
leaf, occupy an oda number of pages, so tha, we must postula,e a blank page
somewhere. This will certainly be at the beginning of Book III, where, as with
rhe first two books, ,he scribe will have left a blank page for ,he reception of
an index of titles. A, ,he beginning of Book IV a page has been duly utilized
for this purpose. Lachmann however fills the reverse side of leaf 47 with the
beginning of Book III, and no, unnarurally finds himself in a quandary a' IV
126 where he has to explain how one side of a page fell out but not the other.
From ,his poinr co IV 323 (299) whar are fronr pages for Lachmann are back
pages for me and vice-versa.

48 Book ill 1 26
49 52 77
50 103 128
51 154 179
52 205 - r - 229
53 255 - r - 279
54 305 330
55 356 - r -r379
56 406 - r - 430
57 455 480
58 507 532
59 559 584
60 611 - , - 635
61 662 686

27 - r - 51
78 - r - 102

129 - r - 153
180 - r - 204
230 - r - 254
280 - t - 304
331 - t - 355
380 405
431 - tt- 454
481 506
533 558
585 610
636 661
687 r711

41
94

136
182
228, 241
262, 288
350
370, 379
417,445 (2)

624
711
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978

176

353, 364, 387

269
326, 312 (2)

476
513, 524, 526
572, 595
615, 633
673
722
779
836

On [he hom side of leaf 61 also appeared [he verse 6720, which brings [he
[mal for [har page [Q [he required 26.
62 712 737 738 763
63 764 789 790 815
64 816 841 842 867
65 868 893 894 919
66 920 945 946 971
67 972 - [ - 996 997 1022
68 1023 1048 1049 1074
69 1075 1094sss(+3). TITLES OF IV

An index of the tides co Book IV is here given by our mss: in a 29 tides fill
(significandy enough) 26 lines.
70Book IV [1 25 26 - [- 50 1, 29
71 51 76 77 - [ - 101 98
72 102 - [ - 126 127 - [ - 151 116, 132

After IV 126 there is a lacuna of a few verses; not more than six would be
needed [Q fill [he gap, wherein [he [ide ESSE ITEM MAIORA also came.
However, Lachmann, Munro, and ochers, mesmerised by the fact that IV 126
ends a page of :1, have all hastily concluded that at trus poine a leaf of tI has
been lost, regardless of the certainty thac IV 126 must have ended the front
page of a leaf (proved by [he camenrs of leaf 76).

The origin of the omission is quite a natural onc. The scribe of 0, after
completing IV 126 had to turn over the leaf and commence .writing on the
other side: however, in doing this he lost the place and began a few lines later
than he ought to have done. In my reconstruction of the Manilius ardletype l
ha.ve pointed oUt a number of such errors. Providentially enough) we have the
clearest illustration of this type of error twO leaves further on. Here, after
writing IV 228 on the front page of leaf 74) [he scribe of fI turned over and)
in his haste or sleepiness, began the reverse side, noc with IV 229, bur with
IV 222: he did not nocice his mistake, and consequently Q repeacs the seven
lines. a seems to have nociced the error.
73 152 [176 177 202
74 203 228 (222-228)229- 247
See previous nOte.
75 248 -- [ -- 272 273 298
76 1323 [ 347 299 [[ 3221

This is the loose leaf which was replaced back to front.
77 348 - £t-- 371 372 -- [ - 396
78 397 422 423 448
79 449 474 475[ 499
80 500 - [ - 523[ 524 - [ - 548
81 549 -- [ -- 573 574 -- t - 598
82 599 -- [ - 623 624 - [ - 648
83 649 [673 674 699
84 700 - [ - 724 725 750
85 751 776 777 - [ - 801
86 802 827 828 - [ - 852
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87 853 ,877 878 903 877
88 904 - [ - 928 929 954 907
89 955 - [ - 979 980 1005 962
90 1006 [1030 1031 1056 1030
91 1057 1082 1083 1108
92 1109 1134 1135 1160
93 1161 1186 1187 1212
94 1213 1238 1239 1264
95 1265 1287ss(+1) blank
96 TITLES OF V Book V 1 - 26

1161

1241, 1281

564
590, 621
629, 663
680, 705
737, 774
780
878
892, 901, 916

59, 64, 76
92

132, 146
200
240,251,261,273
281, 294, 306, 324
351
376, 397, 419
471 (2)

Between the inverted passage in Book IV and our next sure landmark at
V 928, verses and ddes amount co an odd mul[iple of 26. The blank page we
thus have co account for cannot have come elsewhere than after the text of
Book IV. It would appear then that twO pages imervened in fI between the text
of Book N and Book V, of which [be rub[icacor (or whoever compiled [be
indexes of tides) used only the second. The reason is noc far to seek, for the
tides nre really tOO many co be crammed on to a 26-line page; and the compiler
made a shocking job of it. The confusion in 0, however, enabled Lachmann
(commentary, p. 319) co reconstruct this page as it must have appeared in a,
an excellent piece of detective work.
97 27 52 53 - [[- 75[
98 76 - r - 100 101 126
99 127 - [[- 150 151 176

100 177 - r - 201 202 227
101 228 - [ -r251 252 - [[- 275
102 276 - [[ - 299 300 - r - 323[
103 324 349 350[ 374
104 375r- [- 398 399 - [ - 423
105 424 449 450 - [[ - 473
106 474 499 500 525
107 526 551 552 - [ - 576
108 577 - r - 601 602 - r - 626
109 627 - r - 651 652 - r - 676
110 677 - r - 701 702 - [ - 726
111 727-[-751 752-[-776
112 777 - r - 801 802 827
113 828 853 854 [878
114 879 - [[- 902 903 - [ - 927
115 1928 953 954 9791

The las[ of [he derached sheets.
116 980 1005 1006 1031
117 1032 1057 1058 1083
118 1084 II 09 1110 1135
119 1136 1160[ 1161 1186
120 1187 1212 1213 1238
121 1239 - [ -1263 1264 - r -1288
122 1289 1314 1315 1340
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1090
1138

840, 848, 879, 888
921

96
160
204, 219, 225
246
285
357

451
493, 495, 526
535
608
639
712, 738
749, 756

123 1341 1366 1367 1392
124 1393 1418 1419 1444
125 1445 1457ssjTITIES OF VI VI 1 - 26

Unlike any of rhe former books Book VI is nor prefaced by a special page to
contain a list of the rides. Possibly this is another aberration of the scribe of a
who had to turn over a leaf after finishing Book V. It looks as if the rubricator
had to squeeze his subscription and rides ineo the vaeane 13 lines left on the
firsr side of leaf 125, for rhe lisrs given by 0 aod Q are gready confused. Once
again Lachmann (commentary, p. 398) has brilliandy and convincingly recon
srructed the very lay-oue of the page in d, showing that the subscription and
litles ul:l.upied 13 lines and were tabulated in three columns.
126 27 52 53 78
127 79 - r - 103 104 129
128 130 155 156 - r - 180
129 181 - r - 205 206 - tt- 229
130 230 - r - 254 255 280
131 281 - r - 305 306 331
132 332 356t 357 382
133 383 408 409 434
134 435 - r - 459 460 485
135 486 - tt- 509 510 - r - 534
136 r535 559 560 585
137 586 - t - 610 611 636
138 637 - t - 661 662 687
139 688 r712 713 737r
140 738 - tt- 761 762 787
141 788 813 814 839
1~ ~n ~n

After 839 there is a lacuna which seems of considerable length, and since
verse 839 occupies the Jast line of a leaf, it seems likely, indeed exceedingly
probable, thar a leaf of a has perished here.
143 r840 - r - 863 864 - r - 887r
144 888 913 914 - r - 938
145 939 964 965 990
146 991 1016 1017 1042
147 1043 1068 1069 - t -1093
148 1094 1119 1120 - r -1l44
149 1145 1170 1171 1196
150 1197 1222 1223 1248
151 1249 1274 1275 1286s5ss(-1-1O)

This then is tbe reconstruction page by page of a lost manuscript of Lucr~

tius, one from which all extant ross are derived. Apart from one or two minor
improvements (as I fancy) it is the reconstruaion of Lachmann, in every detail
highly probable and for mose of the pages attaining compJete cereainty.

In conclusion I may draw ateemion co ehe remarkable similarity between the
manuscript traditions of Lucretius and Manilius. Manilius, like Lucretius, wrote
in L'lcin hexameters a didactic poem which has come down CO us through a
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hyperarchetype probably co-eval with the archetype of Lucretius. The text of
.Manilius, like the text of Lucretius, was apparently edited by some scholar of
antiquity or the dark ages who inserted titles and tables of contents. The textual
tradition of both authors reveals innumerable signs of interlinear and marginal
readings, interpolations, and dislocations. Indeed, the reconstructed ross of bOth
allthors seem to have been enthusiastically used, and leaves became displaced or
lost, leaving blocks of text to be mechanically transposed and also lacunas.
Furthermore, is it just coincidence that Poggia alighted on apographs of these
reconstructed manuscripts? Again, the palaeographical evidence suggests that
these reconstructed manuscripts were both written in an Insular script. Frankly,
I suspecr rhar ir was rhe same scribe whu studied and copied out the works of
the twO authors, and that it is to this unknown scholar (for he surely makes
good his claim to that appellation) that we owe our texts of Lucretius, and, of
Manilius, not merely his poem, bur all knowledge of his existence.
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